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Abstract 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero. We show that if n 23, given r >O there exists a 
diagonal K-derivation of K[xl, . . ,x,,] such that the minimal number of generators over K of the 
ring of constants is equal to r. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class. : 12H05, 13Ngg 
1. Introduction 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and R = K[xl, . . . ,x,] the polynomial ring 
over K. 
Let d be a K-derivation of R and Rd its ring of constants, that is, 
Rd = {w E R;d(w) = 0). 
If Rd # K and Rd is finitely generated over K then we denote by y(d) the minimal 
number of polynomials from R \ K which generate Rd over K. Moreover we assume 
that y(d) = 0 iff Rd = K, and y(d) = co iff Rd is not finitely generated over K. 
In a recent paper [l] Derksen showed that Nagata’s counterexample [3] to the four- 
teenth problem of Hilbert can be put in the form Rd for some derivation d with n = 32. 
So there exists a K-derivation d of R (for n = 32) such that y(d) = cm (see also [4]). 
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If n = 1 and d # 0 then of course y(d) = 0. If n = 2 and d # 0 then, by a result 
of Zaks [6] and Eakin [2], we see that y(d) < 1. If n = 3 then it is known, by a result 
of Zariski [7] , that y(d) < cc (see [5] for details). 
In this note we show that, for n 23, the set {y(d);d is a K-derivation of R} is 
unbounded. 
In our proof we use only diagonal K-derivations, that is, such K-derivations d that 
d(xl) = alx,,. . .,d(x,) = a,~,,, for some al,.. . ,a, E K. 
2. Main result 
The aim of this note is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. If n 3 3 and r 20 then there exists a diagonal K-derivation of R = 
K[xl , . . . ,x,] such that y(d) = r. 
Proof. Let us start with the following two simple remarks: 
(a) Zfd(xl) =xl,...,d(xn) =x,,. Then y(d) = r. 
(b) Let l<r < n and d(xl) = ... = d(x,) = 0, d(x,+l) = x,+l,...,d(x,) = x,. 
Then y(d) = r. 
Consequently, in the remaining part of the proof we will assume that r an. 
Definem=n-3 and p=r-n+2=r-m-l; ~22. 
Let x = x1, y = x2, z =x3 and if n > 3, yi = x4,. . . , ym = x,,. 
To prove our theorem let us consider a K-derivation of R defined as follows: 
d(x) = x, d(y) = Y, d(z) = -pz, 
and, if n > 3, 
d(y,) = ... = d( ym) = 0. 
Consider now r polynomials fs, f 1,. . . , f p+m: 
fo = X’Z, f * = Xp-‘Y’Z, . . . , fi = XpPiyiZ, . . . , f p-1 = X’yp-lZ, f p = ypZ 
which are defined for every n 23 and 
f p+l = .Yl, f p+2 = Y27 f *. 3 f pfm = Ym 
when n > 3. 
Ifn=3thenR=K[x,y,z]andp+1=r.Ifn>3thenR=K[x,y,z,yl,...,ym] 
and p+l+m=r. 
Let us observe that these polynomials belong to Rd. Indeed; if 0 <i< p then 
d(fj) = d(xP-'y'z) = (p - i + i - p)xP-‘y’z = 0 
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Lemma 1. The polynomials f 0,. . . , f r-, generate Rd over K. 
Proof. Let w E R be such that d(w) = 0. First let us consider the case when w E 
K[x, y,z]. Thus 
W = Caij&XiyZk 
with all t&j& E K. Since d is diagonal then all monomials x’y’z” from the above sum 
are such that d(xiyizk) = 0. Let us pick such a monomial wo = xi#zk. Then i+j = pk. 
Let a, b, u, v be the nonnegative integers uch that 
i=ap+u, j=bp+v, u < p, v < p. 
Then either u + v = 0, or u + v = p. If u + v = 0, then k = a + b and consequently 
w. = x’v’z” = xap ybP@ = (XPZyy yPz)b = f; f “p. 
If u + v = p, then k = a + b + 1 which implies 
w() = x’u’z” = Xap+uybp+uZa+b+’ = (x”y”z)(xPz)“( yp.g = f” f; fp”. 
Therefore, if w E K[x, y,z] and d(w) = 0, then w E K[fo ,..., fp]. 
Assume now that w E R = K[x, y,z, ye ,..., ym]. Then 
W = ~ai,...imyf . . . Y$, 
where all coefficients ai, ,,,L belong to K[x, y,z]. Since d(w) = 0 we have 
0 = d(w) = Cd(ai ,.,. i,,,)yf . . . J’i, 
and hence d(ai,...i, ) = 0. From the first step of our proof, we know that ai,,,,i, E 
K[f 0,. . . , fp] and therefore w E K[fo ,..., fp, yl,..., ym] = K[fo ,..., f+,]. 
Now we will prove that {f 0,. . . , f r_ 1) is a minimal set of generators of Rd. 
For this aim suppose that for some s < Y there exist polynomials gl,. . . , gs such that 
Rd = K[gl ,...,sJ. Then K[fO,...,fr-11 =K[gl,..., gs] so that there exist polynomials 
~0,. . , a,_~ E K[q,. . . us] such that 
fi = @i(glv.**,gs) 
for i = 0,l , . . . , r - 1. Moreover there exist polynomials pi,. . . , /3$ E K[vo, . . . v,_ 11 such 
that 
gj =Pj(fO,...,fr-l) 
for j = l,...,s. 
Denote F = (fo ,..., fr_l) and G = (gi ,..., gs) = @l(F) ,..., p,(F)). Then in the 
ring R the following identities are satisfied: 
f i = ai = dBl(F),.. .v Bs(V), 
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for i=O,l,..., Y- 1, that is, 
F = (a 0 B)(F), 
where c( = (IQ,. . .,q_l) and fi = (/?t,. . .,j$). 
Let us introduce the notations: 
0 = (O,O, l,O,. . .) 0) E K”, 
Aik = g(C), B/q = z(F), aik = Aik(O), bk, = Bkq(m), 
k 4 
foranyi,q=O,l,..., r-l andk=l,..., s. 
Moreover define 
Ciq = 5 f&B@, Ciq = C,(O) = 2 Uikbb, 
k=l k=l 
where i,q = O,l,..., r - 1. 
Finally let us introduce the matrices: 
A = [aikl, B = [b/cqI, C = [CiqI, 
where O,<i<r - 1, 1 <k<s and O<q<r - 1. 
By 6, we denote usual Kronecker delta. 
Now, using the above notations we will prove the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2. Zf O<i<r - 1 and p+ 1 <q<:r - 1 then ciq = 6,. 
Proof. Differentiating the identity F = (IX o B)(F) one obtains that 
(1) 
for i=O,l,..., r- 1 andj= l,...,n. 
Let q be as in our lemma and denote 
t=q-P, js=t+3. 
Then t > 0, jo > 3 and by virtue of our choice of f 0,. . . , fr_l we see that f q = 
Yt ‘Xjo, SO 2 = 
JO 
1 and, if i # q, then E = 0, that is, 
afi =6. 
aXjo “’ 
Therefore, by (1) and (2): 
Ciq=Ciq’l=Ciq~=‘~Ci,~=~=a,, 
JO I=0 
(2) 
and consequently ciq = Ciq(o) = 6,. 
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Lemma 3. Zf O<i<p and l<q<p then ciq = 6iq. 
Proof. Let d, = -&, d, = &. Given a natural number t >2 we define kZ1 as the ideal 
in R generated by all elements of the form 
@by(.Z-k ), where k = O,l,..., p and lda+b<t- 1. 
It is clear that d,.(M) GM,+1 and d&V,) CMt+l. Moreover every element from MP 
is of the form zh, where h E R is such that h(u) = 0. 
By successive differentiations of the identity F = (c( o P)(F) one easily sees (see 
(1)) that, for aa0, b>O, a + b > 0 and O<k<p, 
r-1 
dfd;(fd = c W,“db,U-d + Ekpb, 
I=0 
where ,?&a,b E k&b. From the above identity and Lemma 2 one deduces that 
P 
d:d;(fk)(m) = c ck&d;(f,)(W), 
I=0 
(3) 
because every element of the ideal k&, vanishes at w. Now, observe that if 0 Q k, q < p 
then 
d,p-qd4,(fk) = (p - q)!q!&z. 
Therefore, by (3) and (4), one obtains that 
(4) 
(P - q)W%q = d,p-qd4,(fk)(@) 
= go ck&-qd;(fr)(o) 
= (p - q)!@kq 
and consequently ciq = 6,. 
Now we can conclude the proof of our theorem. By Lemmas 2 and 3, the matrix 
C is invertible. Let D = C’A. Then D is an r x s matrix and Z = DB, where Z is 
the r x r identity matrix. Therefore there exist two K-linear mappings B : K’ --+ KS, 
D : KS - K’ such that D o B = id. Then B is injective, a contradiction because 
s < Y. This proves that {fo,. . ., f r-, } is a set of generators of Rd over K, and that 
no set of generators of Rd has fewer than r elements, i.e. y(d) = r. 
Remark. In the proof we never used the assumption that {gi}, {fj}, {xk} are poly- 
nomials. Note that the same proof gives the following 
Proposition. Let K be the field of real or complex numbers. Let n, p be natural 
numbers such that n 2 3 and 2 < p < n. Denote x = (xl,. . . ,x,,) and let 
f i(X) = XfpiXiX3, for 0 <i < p, 
fi(X)= X,-p+iy for p+ l<i<p+n-3. 
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If- in,...? gs E Cw(K”) and fi = ai(gl,...,gs)> gj = Bj(fo,***,fp+n-3)~ for some 
functions 
tLi ECa(KS), O<idp+n-3, 
/!?j E CyKp+“--2), 1 <j<s, 
then s 2 r. 
If K is the field of real numbers instead of C” functions it suffices to consider 
functions of class CP. 
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